Summary:
Our mission is ‘To be South Lakeland’s landlord of choice providing affordable quality homes’. VFM
underpins the ability to balance quality and affordability and adherence to VFM principles is critical to
achievement of this mission. This will be facilitated through a deeply embedded VFM culture which
ensures all investment decisions are aligned with strategic housing need, underpinned by a strong
focus on VFM in corporate objectives and strategies.
Our corporate objectives are delivered through a deeply embedded VFM culture, derived from
transformational rather than transactional changes such as improvements in ways of working and a
strategic decision making process which ensures all decisions are based on overall VFM rather than
cost. A considerable amount has already been achieved towards the delivery of the new corporate
objectives set shortly after transfer including completion of the first two years improvement programme
delivering £871k of VFM savings, and the award of top ‘G1 and V1’ ratings from our regulators for
governance and viability.

Our mission is ‘To be South Lakeland’s landlord of choice providing affordable quality homes’.
VFM underpins the ability to balance quality and affordability and adherence to VFM principles is critical
to achievement of this mission.
We can only achieve this by working hard at VFM in everything we do. In our 2013 VFM Self
Assessment we identified four key principles which we believed would ensure we exceeded the
regulator’s standard. These were:

Shortly after the transfer in March 2012 a number of new corporate objectives were set, and a
considerable amount has been achieved towards the delivery of these over the last two years. Key
achievements against each of the new corporate objectives are as follows:
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As part of the stock transfer, funding was made available to deliver £38m worth of improvements over
the first five years, and £188m over 30 years. At the end of its second year SLH has achieved its two
year promise made to tenants prior to transfer in relation to improvement works. This stated that:
‘In the first two years after transfer SLH would have a door and window programme which would
provide new ‘Secure by Design’ front and rear doors for up to 2,000 homes’.
Other achievements in relation to delivery of the improvement programme include:

Further actions ongoing to ensure continued improvement in VFM in future improvement programmes
include:

Over the last two years VFM has been reinvigorated, with a new VFM culture now firmly embedded
within the organisation. ‘VFM underpinning everything we do’ was top of the list last year in our selfassessment, and reinvigorating and driving the VFM culture has been a key aspect of 2013/14.
This has been achieved by relaying the VFM message in core briefings, team meetings and a series of
VFM Roadshows to remind staff that VFM is not just about saving money and improving
efficiency, but is about making the most of all our assets.
This has been rewarded by front line staff now making regular suggestions as to how we might make
the most of our assets and improve outcomes for customers. Examples include:

Through the involvement of all our staff, we maintain a ‘VFM register’ which all
our staff contribute towards, to build an evidence base of all our VFM achievements
and how surpluses or spare capacity are recycled to benefit our customers.

Our Corporate Objectives are delivered through a deeply embedded VFM culture, derived from
transformational rather than transactional changes such as improvements in ways of working and
strategic decision making processes, and this is evidenced in our achievements set out above.
Our decision making framework is underpinned by stringent financial regulations which require all
decisions to be based on overall VFM rather than cost, and the close monitoring of progress against
delivery of corporate objectives under our new Corporate Plan Delivery Framework.
SLH has made transformational changes which have changed the way we work and will ensure
continued VFM benefits for our customers over the longer term.
Prior to transfer we put in place new governance and funding
arrangements and the robustness of these arrangements has been
acknowledged by the award of top ratings from regulators for
Governance and Financial Viability.
Changes which have improved efficiencies and led to vast improvement and range of services for
our customers include:

We want our customers to experience the fastest and best possible
services, and for many of our customers that means accessing services
outside normal office hours. Our investment in online services has
increased customer connectivity and allows our customers to check rent
account balances and report repairs by logging onto our website. This not
only enhances access but provides a faster and more efficient service and
now has over 200 customers registered to use these services.
Our new on-line payment facility has also had good take-up with around 2,000
transactions processed since its set up at the end of 2013.
See our ‘VFM Good News Stories’ for further examples of how we have made a difference to people’s lives:
http://www.southlakeshousing.co.uk/files/7614/1207/0427/VFM_Good_News_Stories_2014.pdf

